
CAD-Engineering
3D-Visualisation
Restoring Timepieces

Our services: 

We offer a comprehensive range of services, from design to series release of the watch. Many of our customers already have their own 
purchasing department, watchmaking workshop or work together with design studios etc.. They therefore select the additional services they 
require on a modular basis. 
We see ourselves as a complement to their existing company structure.

What we do not offer is the direct purchase of components through WatchWorld as a private label company does. Instead, we support 
customers in the selection of suppliers and in price negotiations, if desired. Subsequently, the company can take over the purchasing itself 
and thus also benefit from the purchase prices ex-manufacturer. 

We also offer to deliver components to us for quality inspection. We assemble the prototypes, check the functionality, prepare reports for the 
suppliers and make corresponding corrections to the technical documents and plans.
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WatchWorld GmbH 
Offer for watch development 

Design 
Inhouse or according to 
customer specifications

Evaluate customer 
requirements 

Preparation of design 
proposals

CAD-Construction  
Case/movement/modules

Inhouse

Clarify feasibility

Technical realisation
3D

Create production 
plans 2D

3D-Visualisiation 
Inhouse

Definition of variants / 
collection

Supplier selection for 
purchasing 

Inhouse or according to 
customer specifications

Creating technical 
documents and 
descriptions for 

purchasing

Prototype assembly, 
analysis
Inhouse

Corrections 3D/2D 
after proto-phase

Adaptation of technical 
documentation

Synchronisation of      
2D/3D data

Validation for Serial 
Production

If necessary, last 
corrections

Transfer supplier 
contacts to customer

Selection of different 
views (soldier, front, side, 

rear view, mood shots, 
etc.)

Create images for 
product decisions, 

website, marketing etc.

Project handover to 
customer 
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Information on project pricing:

Regarding the costs of a project, we work closely with our clients to establish an appropriate cost framework that is suitable for both, the 
company and the successful realisation of the project. This framework should also always include a reserve for unforeseen events.

By issuing monthly invoices, we enable the client to transparently track the cost development. Our experience has shown that clients are very 
satisfied with this approach. If a project progresses smoothly and we are able to stay below the cost framework, it is a success for us and 
means cost savings for the company. 
However, it is important to note that the opposite can also occur, especially if there are changes in the project scope or additional 
requirements.

Many administrative tasks are already included in our services. Additionally, we have extensive experience in watch and movement
development, which is a crucial factor for cost-efficient project execution.

General information:

• The data generated by us naturally belongs to the customer and can be transferred at any time. 
• Our work is done in CAD using CREO Parametric or CREO Elements Direct. 
• For visualization, we utilize KeyShot. 
• We use a local Swiss cloud as a storage medium and avoid services like Dropbox or clouds from international providers. 
• Due to monthly billing, there are no issues if a project needs to be paused or postponed for any reason.
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